The following proposals, received on DAP between the dates listed below, have been approved.

DAP Submission Period: August 1-15, 2021  
DAP Approval Date: September 01, 2021

For more information on the DAP process, see the Secretariat's website.

Approval Route: DAP

Brescia University College

SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES

Effective September 1, 2021, the following change(s) be made: Admission Req Revision.

MAJOR IN POWER IN HISTORY AND POLITICS

Admission Requirements

Completion of first year requirements, including 1.0 course from History 1201E, History 1401E, History 1404E, History 1601E, or History 1801E, or History 1805E, with a minimum mark of 60%, or Political Science 1020E, or Political Science 1021F/G and Political Science 1022F/G, with a minimum mark of 60%. A course at the 1000 level in both History and Political Science is recommended to satisfy prerequisites for the module's core courses.

SCHOOL OF LEADERSHIP AND SOCIAL CHANGE

Effective September 1, 2021, the following change(s) be made: Admission Req Revision.

MAJOR IN LEADERSHIP STUDIES

Admission Requirements

Completion of first-year requirements with no failures. Students must have an average of at least 65% in 3.0 principal courses, including Leadership Studies 1032A/B and Leadership Studies 1033A/B or the former Leadership Studies 1031 plus 2.0 additional courses, with no mark in these principal courses below 60%. At least 1.0 course in English, Management and Organizational Studies, History, Political Science, Psychology, or Sociology at the 1000 level is recommended in order to satisfy prerequisites for elective courses in the module.

Module

6.0 courses:


3335A/B*.

*Students may substitute up to 1.0 course related to Leadership in any discipline with permission of the School.

Approval Route: Registrar's Update

Faculty of Science

STATISTICAL AND ACTUARIAL SCIENCES

Effective September 1, 2021, the following change(s) be made: Admission Req Revision.

Data Science 1000A/B was accidentally omitted in calendar copy provided in a July DAP submission that was approved August 1st, 2021. Correction noted below:

HONOURS SPECIALIZATION IN DATA SCIENCE

Completion of first-year requirements with no failures. Students must have an average of at least 70% in 3.0 principal courses, including (Calculus 1000A/B or Calculus 1500A/B) and (Calculus 1501A/B or (Calculus 1301A/B with a mark of at least 85%)), Mathematics 1600A/B, Computer Science 1026A/B or Data Science 1200A/B (either with a mark of at least 65%), Computer Science 1027A/B (with a mark of at least 65%) plus 0.5 additional principal courses, with no mark less than 60% in any of the 3.0 principal courses.

Recommended course: Data Science 1000A/B (or the former Statistical Sciences 1024A/B) or Statistical Sciences 1023A/B.

Note: Numerical and Mathematical Methods 1412A/B and Numerical and Mathematical Methods 1414A/B; or the former Applied Mathematics 1412A/B and the former Applied Mathematics 1414A/B or the former Applied Mathematics 1413 may be substituted for the 1.0 Calculus course requirement. Numerical and Mathematical Methods 1411A/B or the former Applied Mathematics 1411A/B may be substituted for Mathematics 1600A/B. If not taken in the first year, Mathematics 1600A/B or Numerical and Mathematical Methods 1411A/B must be completed prior to the second term of Year 2.

Effective September 1, 2021, the following change(s) be made: Admission Req Revision.

The notes included in the Admission Requirement revisions at the June 11, 2021 Senate Meeting were overriden with calendar copy submitted in a subsequent DAP submission in July. The note has been revised to be in line with the Senate approved calendar copy:

MAJOR IN DATA SCIENCE
Completion of first-year requirements, including the following:

Calculus 1000A/B or Calculus 1500A/B plus Calculus 1501A/B (or Calculus 1301A/B with a mark of at least 85%); Mathematics 1600A/B, Computer Science 1026A/B or Data Science 1200A/B (either with a mark of at least 65%), Computer Science 1027A/B (with a mark of at least 65%) plus 0.5 additional principal courses, with no mark less than 60% in any of the 3.0 principal courses.

Recommended (but not required) first-year courses: Data Science 1000A/B, Statistical Sciences 1023A/B, or the former Statistical Sciences 1024A/B.

Note: Numerical and Mathematical Methods 1412A/B and Numerical and Mathematical Methods 1414A/B; or the former Applied Mathematics 1412A/B and the former Applied Mathematics 1414A/B or the former Applied Mathematics 1413 may be substituted for the 1.0 Calculus course requirement. Numerical and Mathematical Methods 1411A/B or the former Applied Mathematics 1411A/B may be substituted for Mathematics 1600A/B. If not taken in the first year, Mathematics 1600A/B or Numerical and Mathematical Methods 1411A/B must be completed prior to the second term of Year 2.